
JNS-98-25 
MEMORANDUM 

TO: J. T. Larkins ~ 
FROM: J. N. Sorensen 
DATE: September 23, 998 
SUBJECT: Past Regulatory Reform Efforts 

In an earlier memo, I suggested that the major barrier to 
risk informed regulation in particular, and regulatory 
reform in general, was probably institutional and that the 
institutional barriers need to be understood and resolved. 
The NRC has conducted several programs over the last ten or 
fifteen years to identify beneficial changes to the 
regulatory process, most notably the Marginal to Safety 
Program and the Regulatory Review Group. As a result of 
those efforts and others, we have a fair amount of 
information about what might be changed and how it might be 
changed. We also know that few significant changes resulted 
from those efforts. If the current regulatory reform 
initiatives are to be successful, we should probably 
understand why past efforts have largely failed to produce 
the results envisioned at their outset. 

This memorandum summarizes some of the earlier regulatory 
reform efforts and their results. The analysis of why past 
reform efforts have had relatively little impact is not 
attempted here. 

Requirements Marginal to Safety 

The "Requirements Marginal to Safety (MTS) Program" was 
initiated in 1984, with the stated goal that "Existing 
regulatory requirements that have marginal importance to 
safety should be eliminated." Seven issues were identified 
and analyzed for risk significance. They were: 

Containment Leak-Rate Testing 
Fire Protection 
Equipment Qualification 
Requests for Information Under 50.54(f) 
Combustible Gas Control 
Quality Assurance 
Physical Protection 

In 1991, the staff informed the Commission that it 
recommended closing the MTS program, concluding "That no 10 
CFR Part 50 regulations were identified that are so 
burdensome on operating reactors and so marginal to safety 
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that (they) would warrant the expenditure of staff resources 
to rectify." The staff changed its conclusion as a result 
of public comments, and recommended an ongoing program to 
eliminate requirements marginal to safety. Three 
rulemakings were to be completed in the first three year 
cycle: containment leak rate testing, fire protection, and 
combustible gas control. In fact, only Appendix J was 
modified, and the remaining issues were never acted on. 

In an August 11, 1992 letter to the Chairman, the ACRS noted 
that the MTS program was "not very far along" and that the 
Committee hoped to remain involved. The letter went on to 
note that "it is not just the plain wording of a regulation 
that causes the problems, but the implementation and 
interpretation by the staff. In short, it is the body of 
regulatory practice ... that is at issue." 

Regulatory Review Group 

A similar broad scope effort was undertaken by the 
Regulatory Review Group (RRG) , starting in January 1993 and 
extending through February 1996. The RRG examined the 
regulations in Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Parts 
21, 26, 50 and 73, the Division 1 Regulatory Guides, and 
representative operating reactor licenses. The RRG also 
looked at the integration of risk analysis techniques into 
the regulatory process. The primary focus of the RRG work 
was to identify areas where regulatory burden could be 
reduced in a manner that was safety neutral, and to look for 
opportunities to make the regulations more performance 
based. 

The RRG recommended changes in about 70 topic areas. Many 
of the recommendations were implemented, but it is not 
always clear that the changes ultimately adopted were in 
accordance with the original recommendation. On the other 
side, many recommendations were ultimately rejected, and 
many were never acted on. In particular, the farthest 
reaching recommendations, i.e. the ones that had the 
greatest potential for regulatory reform, were ultimately 
rejected or not acted upon. 

Interestingly, the RRG concluded that "the rules themselves 
were not a major source of unnecessary burden on operating 
reactors." This result was similar to the MTS program's 
early conclusion. The RRG also concluded that "regulatory 
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guides themselves are not a prime source of new burden on 
licensees." 

Where, then, is the regulatory burden? The RRG concluded 
that a major source of burden was staff requirements or 
licensee commitments that went beyond what was actually 
required by the regulations. This burden was aggravated by 
the staff's practice of enforcing over-commitments, once 
they were made. The RRGis recommended solution hinged on 
the adoption (or recognition) of three principles: 

1. The regulations represent the safety standard to� 
which licensees should be held accountable.� 

2. The licensee retains primary responsibility for� 
compliance with the safety standard established by the� 
regulations.� 

3. The amount of regulatory oversight should bear a� 
relationship to the safety significance of the regulation.� 

The RRG basically recommended shifting the regulatory 
paradigm from one of pre-approval of all changes in 
regulatory programs to one of post-implementation review. 
They recommended changing Part 50 to include the definition 
of a commitment and a change process for commitments. The 
basic idea was that licensees should be able to change their 
facilities and programs as long as they complied with the 
underlying regulations. By contrast, for example, quality 
assurance programs cannot be changed without NRC approval if 
there is a reduction in the commitments in the program. 
The standard against which change is measured is the 

. currently approved program for a particular licensee rather 
than the regulations themselves. The RRG recommendations in 
this area were either rejected by the staff or not acted 
upon. 

The RRG also concluded that the following findings were 
important to maki~g the regulatory system more workable: 

1. The need for staff to be responsive to licensee� 
submittals that were safety neutral but have a primary aim� 
of economic relief.� 

2. The need for each licensee to clearly identify the 
regulatory vehicle that is the cause of unnecessary 
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expenditures and to then aggressively pursue corrective 
action fully utilizing the flexibility already available. 

3. The need for industry to take a more proactive 
approach to the interaction with the staff on issues that 
require rule changes, and the need for the staff to 
establish clear ground rules for this interaction. 

4. The need to establish a clear set of performance 
standards for the use of risk analysis within the regulatory 
structure. 

The RRG results appear to reinforce a couple of ideas that 
are part of the current discussion on regulatory reform. 
First, any regulatory reform effort needs strong input from 
the industry. Regulatory reform should be focused on those 
things that provide the most relief with the least impact on 
safety. The licensees can best identify where relief is 
most needed. One model of a reform process might be to have 
the Commission and the staff create a framework and process 
that is receptive to change, and make the industry 
responsible for identifying specific areas where change 
would be helpful. 

The second idea reinforced by the RRG is that the focus of 
regulatory reform should be less on the regulations 
themselves and more on the process of how they are 
implemented. Clear, simple, consistent implementation 
guidance that encourages the staff to stay within the 
purpose and intent of the regulations may be more important 
than changes in the regulations. 

The ACRS reviewed the RRG report prior to its issuance, and 
noted, in a July 15, 1993 letter to the Chairman, that, "The 
RRG proposes that the Commission declare that adherence to 
the rules and regulations that have evolved constitutes the 
fundamental condition laid upon a licensee ... " The 
letter concludes, in part, "We think that the RRG 
recommendation is a substantial positive step, . . . but are 
concerned that natural resistance to change will bury one of 
the few recent proposals for substantial change, ... " 

Attached to this memorandum is a tabulation of the results 
of the RRG review of the individual provisions in Part SO. 
The data have been sorted on the field "Contribution (of the 
rule) to Safety," which the RRG classified as "substantial," 
"marginal," "indirect," or "none." They also noted whether 
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or not the rule itself went beyond what was required for 
safety (column 5), and whether or not the rule could be made 
more performance based (column 6) . 

Sources of Regulatory Burden 

The RRG's conclusions call into question the notion that the 
regulations themselves, or even the Regulatory Guides, are a 
major source of regulatory burden. At the moment, there 
does not appear to be a consensus on the major source of 
burden. Candidates include: 

1. The regulations (Title 10). 

2. The guidance documents (Reg. Guides, SRPs). 

3. Generic communications, requests for information. 

4. License conditions and other orders. 

5. Staff "licensing" practices (e.g. going beyond 
regulatory requirements, encouraging/enforcing licensee 
over-commitments) . 

6. Staff inspection/enforcement practices (e.g. 
imposing or encouraging commitments beyond regulatory 
requirements, imposing requirements through 
confirmatory action letters) . 

7. All of the above. 

If the RRG conclusions are generally correct, then making 
Part 50 risk informed may not produce one of its anticipated 
results, reducing regulatory burden. NEI, on the other 
hand, believes that changing the scope of Part 50 by 
changing key definitions based on risk considerations, would 
in fact reduce burden. 

Based on observations of a number a recent meetings between 
the staff and the industry, there may be a growing consensus 
that the regulatory burden results from interactions among 
all the elements of the regulatory structure, rather than 
from a particular element. If this is the case, modifying 
regulatory guidance documents without modifying Part 50 and 
the relevant inspection processes would not likely have any 
beneficial effect. One case in point is the recent meeting 
between the NRC staff and South Texas Project personnel on 
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the status of STP's graded QA initiative. According to the 
STP staff, they are only getting about 10% of the benefit 
they anticipated from implementing graded QA. The reason 
given is that attempts to reduce requirements under the 
umbrella of graded QA are foiled by interlocking 
requirements from sources other than Appendix B. 

NEI Review of Past Regulatory Reform Efforts 

During 1997, the Nuclear Energy Institute did a review of 
past recommendations for reforming the NRC and what resulted 
from those recommendations. Their source material included 
the Kemeny Commission and Rogovin reports, the NRC's 
regulatory impact surveys, and the Regulatory Review Group 
report. Steve Floyd of NEI offered to send us a copy of the 
review, and a copy is attached to this memo. The document 
is titled "Review of Previous Recommendations for NRC 
Reform." No date or authors are shown. This was apparently 
not intended for distribution outside the institute, and 
they are providing it to us as a courtesy. Some 
circumstances have changed since the review was written, but 
most of the conclusions are still relevant. As one might 
expect, the industry view of past regulatory improvement 
efforts is somewhat different than the NRC's view of ·the 
same events 

C : ACRS Members 
ACRS� Staff and Fellows 

(p:\wp6docs\Larkins3.wpd) 
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Regulatory _Review Group Review of Part 50 

Rule SUbject Rule Type Contribution Beyond Can it be more ------- '------ ----
toSafety --- Req.fOr Safety Performance Based 

'- ---- - ------~ 

Stf92 Issuance of Amendment Administrative - Variable 
50.36 Technical Specifications Mixed Substantial No 

----------
Yes 

50.44 
50.46 

Standards for Gas Control 
Acceptance Criteria for ECCS Performance Based 

No-Substantial 
-------- -- No-Substantial 

----

No 
Yes 

50.49 Equipment Qualification Prescriptive Substantial No Yes 
-------- --- ~----

50.55a Codes and Standards Prescrietive Substantial Yes Yes,-- '--------
50.59 Changes, Tests and Experiments Performance Based Substantial No Yes 
50.65 Maintenance Performance Based Substantial No No 
App.A General Design Criteria Performance Based Substantial No No 
~pp.B  Quality Assurance Performance Based Substantial No No 
50.34 Content of Applications - Technical Mixed/Administrative Marginal No Yes 
50.54 Conditions of Licenses Prescriptive Marginal Yes 
50.62 ATWS Marginal Yes Yes 
50.5 Deliberate Misconduct Administrative Indirect No 
50.7 Employee Protection Administrative Indirect No 
50.9 Completeness &Accuracy &Information Administrative Indirect No No 
50.34a Design Objectives - Radiation Control Mixed Indirect No Yes 
50.47 Emergency Plans Performance Based Indirect No No 
50.48 Fire Protection Prescriptive Indirect No No 
50.51 Duration of license, Renewal Administrative Indirect No Yes 
50.55 Conditions of CPs Administrative Indirect Yes Yes 
50.58 Hearings and Report of ACRS Administrative Indirect No No 
50.60 Acceptance Criteria for Fracture Prevention Prescriptive Indirect 
50.61 Fracture Toughness for Thermal Shock Prescriptive Indirect No Yes 
50.63 lossofAC Performance Based Indirect No No 
50.72 Immediate Notifications Prescriptive Indirect No Yes 
50.73 lERs Prescriptive Indirect Yes Yes 
50.80 Transfer of licenses Adminisfrative Indirect No No 

. ----~-~--_.-sffs2 Application forTermination of license Mixed/Administrative Indirect Yes No 
50.90 Application for Amendment of License or CP -Administrative Indirect No No 

----,--".~--------------
50.100 RevoCation, -MOdification or Susp. -ofiic.-or CP Administrative Indirect No No ----_..._--- -----0 f.fo-'50.1-01 Retaking Possession of Special NucleciMateiial Indirect No 

-------------------- ------- -----_._-----
Indlred--50.103 Suspension and Ops in War or Nafl Emergency No No 

--------- Backflttlng --------------- ----- - - - ----- - --- ----- ------- -----Prescliptlve--------50.109 Indirect No 
...._._._-- fo-o ------._=--- i=-ractureToughness---------- -.- ------ --------- Prescriptive -- -- -- - indirect ---App.G No Yes 
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--------

-------

Regulatory Review Group� Review of Part 50 

Rule 

A~~.H  

~pp.1  

50.1 
50.2 
50.3 
50.4 
50.8 
50.10 
50.11 
50.12 
50.13 
50.20 
f---

50.21 
50.22 
50.23 
50.30 
50.31 
50.32 
50.33 
50.33a 
50.35 
50.36a 
50.36b 
50.37 
50.38 
50.39 
50.40 
50.42 
50.43 
50.45 
50.50 
50.52 
50.53 
---~  

50.56 
_..--
50.57 

Subject 

Reactor Vessel Material Surveillance 
ALARA 
Basis & Purpose 
Definitions 
Interpretations 
Written Communications 
Infromation collection requirements 
License Required 
Exceptions & Exemptions 
Specific Exemptions 
Attacks and Destructive Acts 
Two Classes of Licenses 
Class 104 Licenses 
Class 103 Licenses 
Construction Permits 
Filing of Applications 
Combining Applications 
EliminatiOn of Repetition 
Content of Applications - General 
Antitrust Information 
Issuance of CP 
TS on Effluents 
Environmental Conditions 
Agreement on Access to Restricted Data 
Inelgible Applicants 
Public Inspection of Applications 
Common Standards 
Additional Standards for Class 104 
Additional Standards for Class 103 
Standards forCPs 
Issuance of licenses and CPs 
Combining licenses 

~_._---

JurisdiCtIOnal [imitations 
ConversIon of CP-to-orand Amendment-- -----
issuanCe ofoperatinaUcense---- --------. 

Rule T~pe 	 Contribution Beyond 
to Safety 

-~--

R~g.for  Safety 
---~-.~----

Pr~_~~~p~ive  Indirect Yes 
Mixed Indirecr----- No 
Administrative None 
Administrative None 
Administrative None 

--_.-_._~- _.. _.. 

Administrative None 
Administrative None No 
Administrative None 
Administrative None 
Administrative None No 
Administrative None No 
Administrative None 
Administrative None 
Administrative None 
Administrative None Yes 
Prescriptive/Administ None 
Administrative None 
AdministratiVe None No 
PrescriptivelAdminist None 
Administrative None 
Administrative None 
Performance Based None 
Administrative None No 
Administrative None 
Administrative None No 
Administrative None No 
Administrative None No 
Administrative None No 
AdmInistrative None-_._-_ .. _._ .. 

,._-_.~_._--------

Administrative� None No 
--~-- .-.- . ~-_..._----

Administrative� None----_ .. ~  ...-_ ... ~---
Administrative� None 
-,.... ", -_ ...... ~.  --'------- ------- --- --~--_._-- -_. 
Administrative� None 

~-- . - - ._.- .._...._- . . - ....__.. _._--- -_."-- -"'--' 

Administrative� None 
- -- . -- ---- - ----- -_._.- ,.. -------

Administrative� None 

Can it be more 
Performance Based 
No 
No 

Yes� 
No� 

No 

No 

No 

No 
No 
No 

No 
No 
No 
No 
No 

f---- --.---
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Regulatory Review Group Review of Part 50 

Rule Subject Contribution Beyond Can it be more ---..-- -~  -------- ~lJ~T~~ 

toSafely - Req-for Safety Pei'formance Based 
--- - -----~- ~-------

50.70 In!:l~~ions Administrative None---- No No 
----- ..."--.-- ---- ._--_. _.

50.71 Records & Reports Administrative None No No 
50.74 Notifications of RO and SRO Status Aa-m,rlIstrative None No No ._._----_._--- - .,. __.'-None--------50.75 RepOrting & Recordkeeping for DeCommissioning Prescriptiye No 
50.78 Installation Information and Verification Administrative None 
50.81 Creditor Regulations Administrative None 

--
50.91 Notice for Public Comment; State Consultation Administrative None Yes 
50.102 Comm. order for Ops after Revocation Administrative None No No 
50.110 Violations Administrative None No No 
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Review of Previous Recommendations for ~~C Reform 

~'"RC has been the subject of a numbe~ :i assessments intended to !'€-\iew how it 
does business and recommend how it c.a.n improve its performance. This re\iew 
considers nine high-level assessments :.i ~C. These included the major reviews 
following the Three Mile Island accide::t (Kemeny Commission and Rogo\u 
Inquiry). two 1\TRCRegulatory Impact Surveys. NRC's Regulatory Re\iew Group 
ami Regulatory Reform Task Force. a..=.~ three industry re,iews lEE!. Sillin Repon. 
Towers Perrin).•-\ complete list follows the report. 

Each of these assessments made a number of recommendations and findings. Many 
of them addressed specific NRC acthities, at a fine level of detail These 
recommendations were not considered in this review. Instead. this review focused 
on the broader-scope recommendation..s and findings related to O\-erall XRC 
functioning. A tabulation of these is pMvided as Appendi~.-\. 

~Iany actions haye been taken as a re:ult of the findings and recommendations of 
these assessments. It is impossible to say that inaction is the reason XRC has not 
-impro,-ed"', that its impact on licensees has not decreased. The question which 
must be answered is why perceived problems persisted over the 15 year range 
represented by these assessments. and continue to exist today. de~ite the eft'ons at 
change. 

In an anempt to answer that question. the findings and recommendations in the 
attached table have been grouped into common areas according to the nature of the 
change in :\TRC actions which they sought to achieve. These groupings are 
informative. They show that actions were taken in most areas. with varying 
::;;:';12~ ~f effecr:·:enes5. !n only 0ne =:'~0r area haye no ac:::::;~ ':.77::; ~~k;::;. Thi.5 
arEa is accountability. It is perhaps net coincidental that industry"s major concerns 
with XRC impact in 1997 deal with th€' agency's lack of accountability for its 
amons. Each area is summarized below: 

Str..1cture 

The basic structure of the ~'"RC has been a consideration of several assessments. It 
w~ a principal focus of the post-nn accident assessments (Kemeny and Rogovin). 
Both re,iews concluded that the CoIllItission form of management was ineffecti~e. 

Born recommended that the Commissivn be replaced with a single admini ..trator. 
Rogo\u. specifically chartered to re,iew the XRC for the XRC. went funher. He 
r?c-:.mmended that inconsistencies berw~en reactor-related acti,iti~s of the Office of 
~-pection and Enforcement a&E) and the Di\-ision of Operating R~actor5 mOR. 
th~n a part of the Office of Xuclear Reactor Regulation, ~'RRI be addres~d by 
C'OD-.-olidating the responsibilities of the~ groups. 



~~~~-------------------------------,-----------------~ 

Pr~sident Caner iid not accept the rE-:,::nme::iation to eliminate the Commission. 
He instead propos-ed a: R~organization?lan w::llch strengthened the roles or the 
Chairman and the- Executive Director ::r OpErations (EDO I. The intent was to 
pro\ide for more fucused management ";\""hile ~taining the perceived advantages of 
the Commission·· five heads are bener than Gne. (Alternatively, Caner's action 
has been described as reflecting a conclll.5ion ritat legislativ~ action. \\'hich would 
have been required to eliminate the Commission. was not practically achievable/. 
The plan enhancE':i the management a·.:.:norir: of the Chairman and EDO. but 
pro\ided that the Commission wo~d ~:1tinuE to have authority in maners of 
policy. It aho allowed the Commission to decide what constitutes policy. The 
practical effect was to lea\"e the situation much as it was before the nIl accident. 
(It should be noted that the Rogovin report was issued after the Reorganization 
Plan of 1980 was proposed, and explicitly concluded that it did not go far enough). 

Rogo\-in·s recommendation to combine I&E and ~'"RR was not adopted initially. The 
change which would have been effected was. however, ultimately realized. ~ 

had been reorganized, and DOR had ceased to exist before I&E was abolished and 
its reactor responsibilities were consolidated intO ~'"RR. The reason for that 
con..--olidation appeared to be different. :a:urrin.g several years after nIl. but 
reflected the samE' under1)ing problem - inconsistency in regulating reactors from 
two offices. StrUctural problems, if not addre~--ed. persist. Half measures do not 
address them effe-ctively. 

Accountability 

Recommendations in this area dealt with extE'rnal accountability, i.e.. of the agency 
as a whole. and intemal. ie., placing cnecks and balances on actions within the 
Rg~!lCY. Recf)mII:~!ldation:;ha\"~ !lot t~'!! Rdc;,:ed in '?lther g,r~a. S':'!!ll.? (':~!rol ~5 

been establ.i..shea through creation of tnE- Comminee to Review Generic 
Requirements (CRGR). but it applies almost e:.tclusively to the proliferation of new 
requirements. This is discussed under -impacr- below. 

Both of the majorpost·TIIl assessments recommended that an Independent 
Oversight Committee be created to o"E'!"S€e XRC. The Kemeny Commission 
recommended that such a body report ::. the ?:'esident and Congre~s. Rogovin 
would have had t='e Committee report :.j the smgle administrator which was to 
replace the Commission. In both cases. the Comminee was related to the 
recommendation ior a single adrnini;:trator. ana failure to adopt that structural 
recommendation l~d to a conclusion that therE was no need for the accountability 
recommendation. 

Suggestions for an oversight Board hale been made since. but have ne"er appea.."'?d 
to receive serious consideration. Supponers. :.neluding Sen. Biden ID. DEI describe 
the Board as naY1:l.g a relationship to ~'"RC ~jr:';lar·to that of the Xational 



Transponation Safety Bvard to FA..-\.. Supponers contend thf: Board is needed ro 
assure ~'"RC is rough enough, not to restrain its regulatory reach. 

Intemal to ~'"RC. both po5t..Thll assessments recommended a strengthening of the 
Advisory Comminee on Heactor Safeguards (ACRS). This would have included 
more staff. expanded authority, and an explicit chaner to panicipate in rulemaking 
activities. In both cases. the repons supponed these recommendations by noting 
that ACRS was an existing body capable of agency o,"ersight and able to provide 
knowledgeable independent advice to the Commission which was not being used to 
its fullest potential. The situation has not much changed. "ith respect to 
increased resources, the 5ituation ma'· be worse. ACRS and its staffwere divided 
several years ago to create an Advisory Committee devoted exclusively to Nuclear 
Waste. To the extent that·both resulting Committees advise the Commission, the 
overall level of activity is similar to that at the time ofTIII. reduced by budget 
reductions as is true of the entire agency. If regulating reactor risk is considered as 
the most imponant job of the Commission, as suggested by the post-TMI 
assessments, then the reEOurces applied to this intemal review group have 
decreased considerably. 

The need for intemal renew was again recognized by the first Regulatory Impact 
Survey in 1981. and implicitly by the Towers Perrin re\;ew in 1994. The 
Regulatory Impact SUI'\ey concluded that licensees were being impacted by new 
interpretations of existing requirements. It called fot establishment of a separate 
group to provide official interpretations. Such a group was never established. The 
authority for deciding what a rule has -always meant"' remains the technical group 
charged with its current implementation. "'llat it means today, therefore. is 
usually synonymous with what it has "always meant." Changes required to meet 
those interpretations are '::1:>nsidered compliance backfits. not subject to the 
restrictions and control.E related to the issuance of new requirements. 

Focus 

There has been a continual attempt to try to help 1\'"RC focus on what is imponant. 
All the reviewed assessments addressed this area except the Regulatory Impact 
Surveys (probably becau..-e it was at least implicitly outside the scope of those 
assessments). Recommendations which would have required legislative solutions 
<conferring emergency planning responsibility exclusiveh· on the Federal 
Emergency ~Ianagement _-\gene)' or eliminating ·'non-safe~·- functions of antitrust 
and expon licen..-.e re\;eWSI were never meaningfully addresEed. Other 
recommendationE have !"E'5ulted in changes. One reaEOn theEe changes have not 
seemed to help focus the intrusiveness of the agency could be that the earliest 
recommendationE suggeHed ~~C's focus was too narrow. 

Specifically, the Kemeny Commission criticized ~C"5 near-€'xclusive focus on 
"safety-related- ponions oi the plant. and its almost..as-exclusive focus on safety
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related hardware to the ~xclUE10n ofiEsues related to peOplE. ~'"RC responded by 
establishing a Dhision oi Human Factors within ~"RR. and ;;.:;tabfuhing their 
regulatory interest in ail aspects of plant design and operar::::J.. I=portant elements 
which might have been missed previously (the basis for the Kemeny criticism) were 
undoubtedly brought under stricter ~'"RC coverage by thes.e Ci:lang~5. "Focus" 
suii'ered. and continues to do so. 

~"RC also established tl:.:: Offi~ for Analysis and EYaiuatio:: :i OpHational Data 
(AEOD) to assess reactor performance and identify problem areas so that they could 
receive appropriate attention. The Systematic Assessment ci LiceIL~e Performance 
tSALP) program was initiated., aemonstrably breaking the lOCUS on hardware. Civil 
penalty authority was increased. Safety goals, identified as a need by the Rogovin 
Inquiry, were finally established. 

The safety goals. however, have never been applied practicaily. XRC staffis still 
considering how to do so nearly seventeen years after Rogonn recommended a 
transition to risk-based regulation. Today, the term is 'risk-infol'n:ed regulation' 
and staff is developing new guidance on how to apply risk ~~hts in the regulatory 
process. Those documents have not yet been shared with the public. but discussion 
of them does not leave industry hopeful that they will help. One intemal debate 
which has been illuminated by the discussions is the acceptaDiliry of minor 
increases in total risk. Some within the staff would allow fo! such changes as 
licensees use PRA to focus their efforts on risk-significant activities. Others, 
reportedly including many in senior management, contend that no increases in risk 
should be allowed -- that changes should only be allowed where they reduce total 
risk. This position is taken against a background in which S€veral XRC studies 
have shown that existing nuclear power plants exceed the eEtablished safety goals 
by significant margins. 

In short. NRC's regulatory scope has increased. It's not j~L saiery-related that's 
important. It's all imponant. Some things are just more imponant than others. 

Impact 

The agency's impact on its liceIL~es has been considered rept-atedly. ~"RC has been 
responsive to the specific.: of nEarly all recommendatioIlE in :~i,- area. The backfit 
rule has been revised and strengthened. It provides for co~"ideration of the costs 
and benefits of proposed changes (Kemeny, Regulatory Refcr::l Tas~ Force,. CRGR 
largely reconstitutes the previous Regulatory Requirement~ ?e\iew Comminee 
t,RRRC) as recommendeci by Rogovin. and has provided a ~ir~fjcant control on the 
issuance of new requirements (Reg. Impact n. Living scheau1e programs. of varying 
types. have anempted to allow for establishing safety prionr::s I Reg. Impact n and 
managing the cumulative effeCT of generic requirements tRego Impact In. The 
··s.ofter·' recommendation of Reg. Impact II that ~C increas-= its ~~!lsithiry to the 
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impact of agency actions on people ap~~ars to have been harder to reduce to a 
specific action. People continue to be i:npacted. 

In fact. industry continues to complain about the impact of XRC activities including 
increasing standards, new requirements and new interpretations. lack of priority, 
and unreasonable cumulative impact. It is reasonable to conclude that the specific 
actions taken in response to these renews did not fix the underlying problem. At 
le~L pan of that problem is a culture in which every individual on the ~'"RC staff 
must be convinced that everything that helshe believes is needed (technically or for 
regulatory reasons) has been done. This is reflected in the recent conclusion by 
Arthur Andersen that, "XRC decision-making strives to achieve zero defectS when it 
comes to safety." 

Impositions continue to be made on licensees. Processes put in place as a result of 
these a...~ssmentsof the agency either fall into disuse (Living Schedules) or are 
circumvented (compliance with reinterpreted requirements does not require a 
backfit analysis). To be sure, CRGR remains active in reviewing proposed new 
generic requirements. The help is limiIed, because the greatest impositions in 
recent years are not couched in those terms, at least in part to eliminate the need 
for CRGR review. They are interpretations resulting in compliance backfir.s, 
circumventing CRGR. The RRRC. whose reconstitution was sought by Rogo~ 

suffered a similar fate and was disbanded before the ThIl accident. These kinds of 
changes. which could be characterized as subversion of the intended reforms, are 
possible. in part, because there is no enernal or internal body to which the bulk of 
the staff is accountable. 

~lanagement 

Internal accountability could mean management, but this is another area in which 
response to recommendations for improvement has been weak. The Rogovin 
Inquiry found the fundamental problem at ~"RC to be management. Their report 
introduced its chapter on ~C mana~ment with, "'Ve have found in the Xuclear 
Regulatory Commission an organization that is not so much badly managed as it is 
not managed at all." 

Structural changes have occurred. ~I~L notable among these was the 
Reorganization Plan of 1980 discussed above (and which Rogovin found 
inadequate). The position ofEDO has been strengthened. Commissions since 1980 
ha,e increased their reliance on the EDO as a "'general manager- for the staff, at 
least partially resolving issues of lack ci coordination bem·een various offices. The 
number of such offices in\~olved in reactor regulation has been decreased as well 
with the consolidation of XRR and I&E. 

Recommendations affecting the strength and capabilities of individual managers 
ha,e met with less success. Rogo\u n-commended strengthening project managers. 
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ID.5tead. !Oday'5 ±=roject managers perform less technical re,iew than their 
counterpans at the time of the Rogovin review. Project management at ).1ffi haE 
become a paper 5huffle. 

Strengthening of senior managers has also suffered. Rogovin recommenaed that 
they be periodically rotated to broaden their experience. Th.i.s has occurred in 
limited ~..rcumstances and at very high levels, that of Regional AdrnjDi~trator and 
Director fJfXRR, In middle management. one's career is still either in Roclrrille or 
in the field. and. iiin Rockville, generally in a single office. There is no obnous 
program for ~'"RC managers to obtain practical operating experience <Rogovin). The 
situation in this area is probably worse than it was, since many of the managers 
with AEC operational experience have retired since the time of the Rogonn review_ 

Scheduling of inspection activities is one area in which attempts at impro,ement 
may bring positn-e results. Improved scheduling of these activities was a principal 
recommendation of the second Regulatory Impact Survey, panicularly for ream 
inspections. One result has been the Plant Performance Review process. by which 
Regions allocate their inspection resources at semi-annual intervals. Licensees are 
notiiied. in writing, of the planned inspection acrhities, allowing them to bener 
plan for the demands that attend large inspections. At least some of the perceived 
impro,"ement in this area results from a reduction in the number of the most 
burdensome team inspections. That reduction could prove to be temporary. Several 
senior !\"RC managers ha,e stated recently that industry's actions to recon..c:tit!1te 
design basis information lagged after ~-ac stopped doing Safety System Funetioual 
Inspections. The comment has been, 'ifwe don't look, industry doesn't act'. ~C 

managers now ~ak of"deep vertical slice" reviews being needed to find problems 
like those at ~Iaine Ywee. Increased ~C '"looking" could undo improvements 
which appear to have been realized from the response to Re~ato~- Impact II. 

Licensees have the principal responsibility for safety. All assessments of ~"RC have 
staned from this premise, Several ha,-e made recommendations which would have 
allowed greater i1=xibiliry for licensees to exerci...-e their responsibility or ha\"e 
changed the way XRC O\'ersees these activities. Results have been mixed. 

The greatest success story resulting from the aftermath ofnn is in this category 
training. The ne€'d to improve operator training programs was broadly recognized 
after the accident. and specifically recommended by Rogovin. Industry undenook 
thiE efron. Training accreditation had universal support within industry, XRC 
deferred to indu..q:ry, at least for a while_ Congress sought t.o require :NRC to assure 
enough was done in this area through language in the \Vaste Policy Act of 1982. 
~"RC stan responaed with a sizable set of proposed rules. Stopping this Haff effon. 
and permining t1:e accreditation program to be implemented fully. was the first 
mission oithe Xuc1ear Ctilities ~Ianagement and Resources Comminee. the first 
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~L~L.ffiC. \Vith the finn support of 100% of utility ChiefXuclear Officers. the 
Commissioners were conrinced to allow the industry program to proceed. despite 
the Waste Policy Act language. This action was challenged and ultimately upheld 
by the courts. It provides a potentially useful precedent: XRC assuring that 
industry takes appropriate actions, with minimal regulatory action. was found 
sufficient to comply with specific regulatory action requiring ~C to assure an 
outcome. 

The NUMARC actions also set a pattern of !\TRC deferring to industry initiatives.. 
No policy statement to that effect was issued (as sought by the Sillin report), but a 
pattern of deferral was realized. The initiative process was used for several issues 
in the mid- to late-80s, but has been used infrequently since. Firm industry support 
for any particular action. simUar to that in support of accreditation, has not been 
apparent. An example is design basis reconstitution. This ~C guideline was 
not the subject ofa formal initiative, at least in part because there was not 
universal agreement it was needed. Lack of implementation of the guideline, or 
incomplete implementation, has been noted by NRC management in the context of 
the current design basis issue. It is this non-initiative which was referred to in 
NRC's charge that ind~-ny stops doing when ~~C stops looking (discussed above). 
Today, the pattern is more of individual licensee actions than common initiatives. 

The Regulatory Review Group recommendation that 10 CFR 50.54.a be changed to 
allow licensees to reduce commitments in Quality Assurance programs has not been 
implemented, nor has the industry petition for such a change been acted on 
promptly. It can be fairly argued therefore, that indu.sttY remains constrained 
despite recommendations for change. At the same time, however, the counter 
argument can be made that industry has failed to take advantage of the flexibility 
that does exist. ~~C'~ ~!'Ogram for Cost Beneficial Licen~ing Actions (CBL-\)-
burden reduction at licensee request -- received a lukewarm reception from 
industry. Some licensees realized significant savings, but many sought little or 
nothing. The group established within NRR to foster this program has been 
disbandedasunneede~ 

The combination of lack of general industry initiatives, licensee failure to carry out 
design basis reconstitution (or to demonstrate that it was not. in fact, needed), and 
limited licensee respon..~ to the CBLA program has apparently led ~~C to conclude 
that licensees cannot be counted on to manage appropriately their safety 
responsibilities. As a regulator, NRC's natural response to such a conclusion is that 
their control is needed to assure that the right things are done. Achieving changes 
which run counter to t~ conclusion and reduce ~TJ{C control can be expected to be 
very difficult. 

Xew Plants 
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The licensing process fer :=.ew plants has been reformed. as r~com::1endedby the 
Kemeny Commission, Rogo\u Inq~·. and the Regulatory Refon:1 Task Force. 
Their principal recomm~!ldationwas to resolve safet)· issues early in the licensing 
process. The establishment of "one-step licensing" through 10 CFR Pan 52 was 
responsive to this recommendation. ~Iuch of the discussion. howe\-er. has been 
theoretical. The first cerriiication rules are expected to be issued shonly. Reaching 
this point required addressing several ~'"RC staff attempts to impose requirements 
or process changes whic~ would have decreased the desired finality of safety issues. 
Some other issues were intentionally left to later in the process by the designers, to 
be resolved through In...~ons, Tests••-\nalyses, and Acceptance Criteria aTAAC). 

In addition, major portions of the new licensing process still remain untried, as 
there has been DO app1ication for an early site approval or a combined operating 
license. Thus, while it appears that efforts in this area have been successful, the 
demonstration ofsuccess is incomplete. The final demonsttarion ofsuccess in 
reform of the licensing process will be the entry into operation of the first plants 
licensed under it. That event is not currently on the horizon. 

Conclusion 

It is impossible to say that nothing has been done in respon..c:e to recommendations 
for change at NRC. At the same time. the conclusion that the changes made have 
not corrected the underlying problem appears inescapable. ~'"RC"s conduct of 
Regulatory Impact SlU"\eys nearly a decade apart with similar conclusions 
demonstrates this. 

The relative lack of real change can be seen by considering the "Supplemental 
Yiew" of Kemeny Comm;o:;ioner Thomas Pigford (Chairman. Dept. of Xuclear 
Engineering, UCal BerKeieY). Among many other comments. Dr. Pigford noted that 
the Kemeny Commission had not addressed "some essential elements of the 
problem". He reported a belief that some of the more impottant problems at NRC 
were: 

•� Lack ofquantified safety goals [Editorial note: now emt but are still DOt 

used.], 
•� inability to set priorities and allocate resources in proportion to the 

estimated risk to the public. 
•� lack of experienced staff. 
•� arbitrary requirements. 
•� a stifling ad\'"~!'Sarial approach. 
•� ineffective e\'"aluation ofoperations, 
• lack of a comprehensi\'"e systems approach to the whole plant. and 
• overwhelming emphasis on conservative models and assumptions. 

Similar conclusions could ea:,;Iy be reached today, over se,·enteen years later. 
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If the ~-wer can be illuminated by tIill review, it must lie in the area of 
accountability. This is the only set of recommendations for which no re~onse has 
been generated. Lack of accountability permits the agency, at many le,-els. to 
decide upon and implement a coUrse of action wliich can impact licensees. adding to 
burden and reducing certainty. Establishing an accountability mechanism would 
not automatically resolve these problems. As noted above, agency critics have 
suggested an outside oversight board due to concerns that the agency is too lax on 
industry. Implementing real accountability should, however, reduce the number of 
changes in direction which add to uncertainty. IT the positive safety performance of 
the industry and the margin to established safety goals is accepted by an oversight 
body, such a change could improve the overall situation despite the expectations of 
the critics. 

The other conclusion suggested by this review is that piecemeal changes will not 
acx:omplish the change industry believes is needed. Specific changes have been 
made. ~lany have been directly responsive to well-intentioned reviews of the 
agency. Agency behavior has changed as a result. That behavior. however, still. 
produces a burdensome and unpredictable outcome. 

As...e:.essments Reviewed: 

1. Report of the President's Commission on the Accident at Three :Mile Island, 
October 1979 (referred to as the Kemeny Commission), 

Three ~fi1e Island - A Report to the Commissioners and to the Public. Repon of 
~'"RC's Special Inquiry Group, January 1980 (referred to as the Rogorin Inquiry), 

3.� .-\ Survey by Senior ~'"RC Management to Obtain Viewpoints on the Safety 
Impact of Regulatory Activities from Representative Utilities Operating and 
ConstrUcting Xuclear Power Plants. ~1.JREG-0839,August 1981 (referred to as 
Regulatory Impact n. 

4.� Draft Report of the Regulatory Reform Task Force, SECl-82-44'7. Xovember 
1982. 

5.� Report of the Edison Electric Institute on ~uclear Power. February 1985 
lreferred to as EEl - Xuclear Powerl. 

6.� Leadership in Achieving Operational Excellence - The Challenge for all ~uclear 

Ctilities, August 1986 (referred to as the Sillin Report), 
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7.� IndustrY Per:-,;;ptions of the Impact ':1 the r.s. Xuclear R~gulatory Commission 
on !\uclear Pewer Plant Activitiee lDraft Repont :\L~EG·1395.~Iarci:l1990 

and Regulate::-- Impact Survey Repon - Final. SECY·91·172. June 1991 (jointly 
referred to 8.5 Regulatory Impact ITI. 

8.� Regulatory Renew Group, Yolume One· Summary and Ovel"\-iew.•-\UgtLSt 1993. 
and 

9.� ~uclear Regci.atory Review Study - Final Repon, October 1994 (referred to as 
Towers Perrin Repon). 
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